Conometric retention for complete fixed prosthesis supported by four implants: 2-years prospective study.
The aim of this study was to verify the reliability of a conometric system for a fixed retention of complete prostheses (CPs) on four implants followed for 2 years. Twenty-five patients received four implants and only one CPs for a total of 100 implants followed. Each prosthesis was supported by four implants. An immediate loading surgical protocol was used. The CPs were provided to be fixed to conometric abutments without prostheses removal by the patients, to test this retention for a fixed instead of a removable rehabilitation. Clinical and radiographical parameters were assessed at the yearly follow-up visit. A follow-up of 2 years was observed for each patient. Moreover, biological and technical complications were recorded. Changes overtime of clinical and radiographic parameters were analyzed as well as the satisfaction degree for each patient. No patient was classified as "dropout." The following results were observed after 2 years of follow-up: all the implants supporting the 25 CPs completed the follow-up examination. No implant, reconstruction, and abutment failure were recorded; therefore, the prosthetic survival was 100% for all the abutments and restorations. No significant differences in biological indexes were observed when compared with the baseline. No significant change of the mean marginal bone level (MBL) was found between the baseline and the last follow-up. No loss of retention was recorded for the CPs. No technical complications referred to abutments and frameworks were observed: a prosthetic survival rate of 100% can be recorded. Mucositis was recorded for two implants and successfully treated with interceptive supportive therapy. No significant differences (P < 0.05) were found between plaque index and MBi parameters at baseline and after 2 years of function. Similar results were recorded for the mean probing pocket depth Index at baseline (1.2 mm with SD of 0.3 mm) and after 2 years of function (1.2 mm with SD of 0.2 mm). The present implant-supported conometric retention system can be used to give a fixed retention to a CPs supported by four implants immediately loaded. Furthermore, costs reduction and simplified treatment procedures were provided by such a clinical approach.